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BOOK REVIEW 

Eliditrofbresa na @gWe a v jigzjch nosi&h (Electrophoresis on paper and in other 
carriers), by CRsricrfR MICHALEC, JAROSLAV KofifREI<, JAN MUSIL AND Jiiif 
&%I~~KA, Nakladatelstvi Ceskoslovenske akademie vgd, Praha, xg5g, 315 pages, 
gS figs., price KEs 34.50. 

The value of this book lies in the well-balanced contents. It would be difficult to find 

a technique or a group of substances of some importance that, are not included. This 
is the, main respect in which it differs from some books of similar nature and size in 
which. certain aspects of theory, technique or application predominate owing- to 
personal preference,of the author. For example, in this book only about 35 pages are 
devoted; to, plasma proteins (including a bibliography of selectedz papers concerning 
certaingroups. of diseases), so that it can be considered as being complementary to 
the. mores specialized. works: that- deal mainly with plasma ,proteins, such ,as those of 
%%INDERIx,. DIXZHER and ENSELME AND DREYFUS. In ,the’ emphasis that lis laid 
upon applications outside the protein field; this book resembles to a certain extent 
the, earlier- introduction by M.. LEDERER, but inorganic separations are treated less 
extensively in. the present book. _’ r 

Xm the historical introduction, credit is given to KOENIG for having published the 
first paper on this subject (1937) ; this seems to be. correct- as far as proteins are 
concerned:,. but in 1931 a report on inorganic separations by a sort of paper iono- 
phoresis.hadialready been published by DYACHI~OVSKIi _~ND ~SAENECO (cf. Chem. Abstr., 

261 (xg32); 48) :. 
The, theoretical chapter by RI%I~~KA (45 pp.). starts from the general principles 

of electrophoresis (conductivity of solutions, ionic charge, etc.) and proceeds to the 
main features- specific for carrier electrophoresis, such as ‘the effects of stabilizing 
media (electro-osmosis, tortuosity, “barrier. effect”, adsorption) and complications 
due. to! heating and: evaporation. In the -concise chapter ‘on the general technique 
(25; pp:),. MICHALEC discusses various. types of equipment for. low- and high-voltage 
electrophoresis, selection’ of paper and electrolytes, application of samples, detection 
and! determination. of substances; and some special techniques such as electrorheo- 
pliotesis,. counter-current continuous elcctrophoresis, two-dimensional separations, 
and radial electrophoresis. 

Due. attention, is paid, to the separation of low-molecular substances (MI&L, 
65 pages). Synthetic drugs are dealt with under a rather loose heading “Substances’ 
v&h! biological activity”. Eighty-seven pages are devoted to the separation of proteins 
(~%&xI!4LEC): under the: title “Electrophoresis’ of high-molecular substances”, although 
nucleic acids: and, most polysaccharidesl -were. included in the’ preceding : chapter. 
veterinary surgeons and: experimental biologists .,would perhaps Welcome +nore 
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